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Abstract: We consider the scheduling of retransmissions in the low-latency deterministic network
(LLDN) extension to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. We propose a number of retransmission schemes
with varying degrees of required changes to the LLDN specification. In particular, we propose
a retransmission scheme that uses cooperative relayers and where the best relayer for a source
node is learned using a reinforcement-learning method. The method allows for adapting relayer
selections in the face of time-varying channels. Our results show that the relayer-based methods
achieve a much better reliability over the other methods, both over static (but unknown) and over
time-varying channels.
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1. Introduction
Industrial wireless sensor networks (IWSN) have recently received considerable attention [1–3].
In particular, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [4] is of great interest to researchers and practitioners, not the
least due to its maturity and the commercial availability of components [5]. In 2012, the IEEE approved
the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [6,7]. The amendment includes the
low latency deterministic network (LLDN) extension, which targets applications in the domain of factory
automation where determinism in the time domain is important. In a nutshell, the LLDN extension
specifies a star network in which a number of sensors are associated with a coordinator, and where
deterministic and low-latency transmission is achieved through a TDMA-like (Time-Division Multiple
Access) medium access control scheme. In this scheme, time is partitioned into subsequent superframes,
which, in turn, are partitioned into time slots, most of which are allocated for exclusive use to sensors
(for uplink traffic) and to the coordinator (for downlink traffic). LLDN also addresses reliability
concerns by including both individual and group acknowledgements and explicit retransmission slots.
In this paper, we explore how to use these retransmission slots to improve reliability for uplink
traffic. According to the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment, each sensor gets one timeslot for an initial
uplink transmission and at most one more timeslot for a retransmission (we call a source node
whose initial transmission failed a failed node or a failed source). We argue that this allocation
scheme is inappropriate, for the following reasons: (i) a failed source node can not use more than one
retransmission slot, even if other retransmission slots are unused; and (ii) it ignores that the channels
between different sources and the coordinator can be very different and can vary over time. We propose
and evaluate the performance of a number of different schemes for allocating retransmission slots to
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failed nodes. One of the proposed schemes requires no changes to the IEEE 802.15.4e packet formats
(only a behavioural change), other schemes only require modifications of one particular LLDN packet,
the group acknowledgement (GACK). Most of our schemes are designed to maximize the probability
that all source packets are eventually received within one superframe (we refer to this as the success
probability). To achieve this, the coordinator continuously maintains estimates of the current packet
error rates on the source-coordinator channels to inform retransmission slot allocation.
Our results indicate that it is possible to improve the success probability significantly already
by simply allowing the system to use all available retransmission slots (and without requiring
any changes to packet formats). However, much more substantial gains can be made by adding
cooperative relayers, i.e., dedicated helper nodes tasked to overhear source transmissions and
performing retransmissions on their behalf, leveraging spatial diversity [8]. It has already been
shown in several other works that adding relayers to TDMA-based systems can substantially improve
reliability (e.g., [9]). However, in many of these works, relay scheduling has been carried out under the
assumption that all channels are known and time-invariant, or relayer selection is made instantaneously
without exploiting what might have been learned about the efficacy of different relayers in the past.
In this paper, we consider the situation where the channels are generally unknown and time-varying,
and we propose a scheme in which the coordinator learns about the quality of different relayers to
support the sources. The proposed scheme is based on algorithms to solve the multi-armed bandit
problem, a well-studied problem in the field of reinforcement learning (RL) [10,11], and is designed to
adapt to time-varying channels. Depending on the number of relayers, substantial improvements in the
success probability can be achieved. We explore the performance characteristics of our learning-based
scheme under a range of channel models and parameter settings.
The paper is structured as follows: in the next Section 2, we provide background information
on LLDN and describe our system model. In Section 3, we introduce the retransmission scheduling
schemes that do not employ relayers, and, in Section 4, we introduce the relayer-based retransmission
schemes: one involving a practically feasible learning algorithm, and a genie-aided scheme for
performance comparisons. All performance results have been obtained by simulation, and the
simulation framework is explained in Section 5. The following Section 6 then contains our results.
The learning scheme proposed in this paper uses one particularly important system parameter for
generating actions, the so-called system temperature. In Section 6.1, we present simulation results
justifying our choice of the system temperature value for the remaining paper. In Section 6.2, we
compare the proposed schemes for unknown but static channels, in Section 6.3, we consider the case of
time-varying channels, and in Section 6.4, we compare variants of the learning-based scheme with
larger spaces of available actions against a genie-aided relaying scheme, and, through this, we are able
to quantify the “system loss” from the operation of the learning scheme. Related work is summarized
in Section 7 and our conclusions are given in Section 8.
This paper is a substantially extended and revised version of the conference contribution [12].
The main differences include the following: (i) the learning-based scheme has been generalized to allow
for larger action spaces; (ii) another baseline scheme, the genie-aided scheme, has been added, allowing
for assessment of the performance of the revised learning-based scheme in more detail; (iii) additional
results exploring the choice of the system temperature parameter for the learning-based scheme and
investigating the effect of a larger action space for the learning-based scheme have been added.
2. Background and System Model
2.1. Background on IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN
LLDN uses a TDMA-like medium access control scheme where time is partitioned into
superframes. Two different superframe structures are specified for LLDN, which, for the purposes of
this paper, are equivalent. We use the superframe structure shown in Figure 1. It starts with a beacon
packet transmitted by the coordinator, followed by two optional management slots (e.g., for node
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association). Next, there are K uplink slots in which each of the K sensors has an initial transmission
of its uplink data packet. In the following group acknowledgement (GACK) packet, the coordinator
broadcasts a bitmap indicating the received uplink packets, using one bit for each source node.
A configurable number N of retransmission uplink slots follows the GACK. According to the
amendment, the first retransmission slot is allocated to the failed source coming first in the bitmap,
the second slot is allocated to the failed node coming second, and so on. Hence, a failed source will
not get more than one retransmission slot. Up to N retransmission slots are available, and if there are
more than N failed sources, then the last ones will miss out. Lastly, there is optionally a number of
so-called bi-directional slots that can be allocated to the coordinator or to sensor nodes. In this paper,
however, we focus entirely on the uplink and retransmission slots and ignore the management and
bi-directional slots.
In the second superframe format specified in the amendment, the group acknowledgement is part
of the beacon packet and retransmission slots are placed at the beginning of the next superframe.
Beacon Downlink Uplink S1 SK…... SK+1GACK SK+N…... A1 AL…...
Group Ack Retransmission slots
time





Figure 1. Superframe structure (with separate group acknowledgement), compare ([6] Figure 11g).
2.2. System Model
We look at a single LLDN network having a star topology. There is a single PAN (Personal
Area Network) coordinator, a number K of sensor nodes, and R relay nodes. We assume that the
relay nodes are truly distinct from the sensor nodes, but they can also be integrated with source
nodes [13]. The network has already reached steady-state operation, i.e., all nodes are registered with
the coordinator and have started transmitting data packets. There are N retransmission slots, no
management slots and no bi-directional slots. To cover the worst case, we assume that each source
node has a new packet at the beginning of each superframe, which needs to be successfully transmitted
before the superframe ends.
To focus this study on the effects of the actual retransmission scheduling methods, we assume that
all transmissions coming from the coordinator (beacons, GACK packets) are completely and reliably
received by all other nodes. However, the other channels (uplink channels from sources and relays
to the controller, channels between sources and relays) can introduce packet errors. We assume that
these channels are pairwise statistically independent, and in order to simplify the channel model, we
assume that all data packets have the same length, so that it is meaningful to assign packet error rates
to individual channels. In applications where sensor nodes transmit sensor data, this assumption is
realistic, as sensor readings are often very small and make up only a relatively small part of a packet,
which needs to have physical layer preambles, headers, checksums and other overheads. There is no
external interference in the system.
We use two channel models. In the static channel model, the packet error rate for each channel is
drawn randomly from a uniform distribution between 0% and 100% and remains fixed throughout.
In the time-varying channel model, each channel changes between two different packet error rates
(each drawn randomly from a uniform distribution between 0% and 100%) following a two-state
time-homogeneous Markov chain with two identical average state holding times.
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3. Non-Relaying Schemes
In this section, we describe the retransmission slot allocation schemes that do not use relay nodes.
3.1. Standard-Based Schemes
The standard scheme (Std) implements the allocation of retransmission slots according to the
IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN specification (see Section 2.1). Each failed source gets at most one retransmission
slot (exactly one if there are at least as many retransmission slots as there are failed sources). When there
are fewer failed sources than retransmission slots, some of the retransmission slots remain unused.
The enhanced standard scheme (EnhStd) does not need any changes to the GACK packet format,
but a change in the behaviour of sources and the controller. If we have N retransmission slots
and sources s1, . . . , sm have failed (ordered according to their position in the GACK bitmap), the
retransmission slots are allocated in a repeating cycle as s1, s2, . . . , sm, s1, s2, . . . , sm, s1, s2, . . . until all N
slots are exhausted. Hence, sources can get more than one retransmission slot and all N retransmission
slots are fully utilized.
3.2. The Optimal(PAR) Scheme
In this subsection and the next, we introduce two schemes that use an estimate of the current
packet error rate (PER) for each source-controller channel. For each source node i, the controller
maintains a PER estimate pi(t) that is updated in each superframe immediately after the initial
source transmissions and before the allocation of retransmission slots and subsequent transmission
of the GACK frame (the time index t ∈ N counts the superframes). If the controller did not
receive the packet from source i, it encodes the outcome as oi(t) = 1—otherwise (in case of
successful reception) as oi(t) = 0. The PER estimate is updated using an exponentially-weighted
moving average (EWMA) algorithm:
pi(t) = α · oi(t) + (1− α) · pi(t− 1), (1)
where 0 < α < 1 is a parameter and the initial values pi(0) are set to zero. This is a well-known
method for PER estimation and has the ability to adapt to changing channels. In this paper, we assume
throughout that α = 0.03, i.e., most weight is put on the “history” summarized in pi(t− 1).
In the optimal(PAR) scheme (OptPAR, PAR is a shorthand for “Probability that All packets are
Received”), the controller considers all possible allocations of N slots to the M failed nodes, and
calculates for each such allocation the probability that the controller receives all packets successfully
(see Equation (3)). The controller retains the allocation which maximizes this measure. Due to its
computational complexity, we do not consider this scheme as an option for practical implementation,
since the number of such allocations is ([14] Section II.5):(




However, we have included this scheme to compare its performance with that of the (much more
practical) heuristic(PAR) scheme, which is discussed next.
3.3. The Heuristic(PAR) Scheme
In the heuristic(PAR) scheme, the current PER estimates pi(t) again play a role in allocating the N
available retransmission slots to the M failed sources in the current superframe. For our presentation,
we simply number the failed sources from 1 to M.
According to our assumptions, we have M statistically independent wireless links, and on each
link i packet errors happen independently of each other with PER pi (we drop the dependence on
time for notational convenience). We are furthermore given N retransmission slots and we assume
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that N > M holds. (For N ≤ M, we simply assign one retransmission slot to each of the first N
failed sources.). Suppose that station i gets allocated ni retransmission slots, in which station i simply
repeats its packets ni times. (Note that, for simplicity, we ignore feedback from the controller here.
In practice, when a source node gets positive feedback after fewer than ni retransmissions, it may
stop. However, this will only impact the energy consumption of the source node and not its reliability,
which is the main focus of this paper.). Then, the probability that node i’s packet fails to reach the










Assuming that p1, . . . , pM are given, we want to pick numbers n1, . . . , nM ∈ N that maximize this
expression (equivalently: its logarithm) and which obey n1 + . . . + nM = N to make sure that all N
slots are allocated. Hence, we get the following integer optimization problem:















ni ≥ 1 (i ∈ {1, . . . , M}),
where the last condition ensures that each failed source gets at least one retransmission slot.
Since integer optimization in general is NP-hard [15], we have developed a heuristic based on the
relaxation of this problem (ignoring the constraint ni ≥ 1 for the time being) and the Lagrange
multiplier method [16]. The Lagrangian of this problem is








where λ ∈ R is the Lagrange multiplier. To apply the Lagrange multiplier theorem ([16] Thm. 3.1.1),
the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian are needed:
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This needs to be solved for λ to find the multiplier and subsequently the ni (from Equation (6)).
For M > 1, there is in general no closed-form expression for λ and we need to resort to numerical
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computation. Since the functions ni(·) from Equation (6) should return positive values, the fact that
ci < 0 implies that 0 < λci+λ < 1 must hold, which in turn requires λ < 0. Furthermore, noting that for
λ < 0 the function ni(·) is monotonically increasing, and using limλ→−∞ ni(λ) = 0 and limλ→0− = ∞,
we can conclude that the right-hand side of Equation (7) has exactly one root λ∗, which can be found
efficiently using a bisection method. Please note that solutions with ni(λ∗) < 1 cannot be ruled out.
With these building blocks in place, we can now describe our heuristic(PAR) algorithm.
Assume that there are M failed sources and N retransmission slots. The current PER estimates
for the failed nodes are given by p1, . . . , pM, and we first compute the Lagrange multiplier λ∗ as the
unique negative root of Equation (7). Then, set
n∗i = bni(λ∗)c , (8)
as our initial guess for the optimal n1, . . . , nM. The function bxc returns the largest integer ≤ x.






holds and some slots are not used. We first allocate one of the unused slots to each source i with
n∗i = 0 while possible, and update their slot counters to n
∗
i = 1. After doing this, when there are still
N′′ = N −∑Mi=1 n∗i > 0 unused slots, we run the following algorithm to allocate these N′′ slots based
on the “allocation gap”:
while N′′ > 0 :
j := arg maxi∈{1,...,M}(ni(λ
∗)− n∗i )




N′′ := N′′ − 1
Computationally, the most complex step in this algorithm is finding the root of a strictly
monotonically increasing function (Equation (7)), which can be done efficiently to arbitrary precision
using a bisection method. We surmise that the entire algorithm is quick enough so that the resulting
allocation is available when the controller starts to construct the GACK packet. However, the GACK
packet needs to be extended: beyond the acknowledgement bitmap, it needs to indicate for each failed
source i the number n∗i of retransmission slots it gets. When N is not too large, these numbers only
need a few bits per failed source.
4. Relaying Schemes
In this section, we introduce the two relaying schemes considered in this paper. The first
is the learning-based scheme, the second is an idealized genie-aided scheme introduced for
comparison purposes.
4.1. Learning-Based Scheme
Diversity schemes, in particular spatial diversity schemes, are a key approach to improving
transmission reliability over wireless channels [8,17]. In spatial diversity schemes, multiple spatially
separated antennas are used to transmit or receive information. In the special case of cooperative
communications, the required antennas are “borrowed” from third-party nodes, called relayers [18,19].
A particularly interesting application of the cooperative communications concept is to incorporate
relay nodes into retransmission-based error-control schemes, where a relayer performs retransmissions
on behalf of a source node, provided the relay node has managed to overhear the original data packet
(see [9,20] for relaying in a TDMA context).
We assume that, besides the K source nodes, there are R separate relay nodes in the network.
The relays are switched on all the time to overhear packets transmitted by source nodes. In our scheme,
it is the controller which decides which relay will have to support a given source node. Note, however,
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that the controller has initially no information about the (generally time-varying) channels between
the sources and relays, and between the relay nodes and the controller.
The decision scheme used to allocate a relayer to a failed source has some similarities to
learning-based algorithms used to solve the multi-armed bandit problem, a well-known problem in
reinforcement learning (RL) [10,11]. Broadly, the controller needs to balance two different goals: on the
one hand, it should consistently apply the action (choosing a relay node and its number of slots) that
is currently known to be the best one (this is called exploitation in the literature); on the other hand,
it has to test other actions from time to time to see whether they give better results than previously
thought and to update the knowledge about the quality of other actions (this is called exploration).
Exploration is particularly important for time-varying channels. A standard approach is to switch
probabilistically between exploration and exploitation, and, in this paper, we do this by using the
Boltzmann distribution for action selection (see below).
Our learning-based scheme uses the heuristic(PAR) scheme as a starting point and we refer to
it as the learning(PAR) scheme. Important design goals are simplicity (so it can be executed in real
time) and quick convergence towards optimal actions for given channel conditions. In the light of the
convergence requirement, we have decided to keep the space of available actions small; in particular,
we allow only one relayer to support a failed source within a superframe and ignore the possibility to
build elaborate relaying chains involving two or more distinct relayers.
The controller runs a separate instance of our algorithm for each source node, and, in the following,
we consider a fixed failed source node i. After the initial transmissions, the controller first invokes the
heuristic(PAR) scheme to calculate an initial allocation of retransmission slots to failed nodes (note that
here the current channel PER estimates come in). For our failed node i, we denote by ni the number of
allocated retransmission slots, and regard this as its state. Therefore, the state space is given by the
possible number of retransmission slots a failed node can get, which ranges from 1 to N.
In each state, the controller picks an action from an action set. An action a in state s ∈ {1, . . . , N} is
given by a pair a = (r, m) specifying a relayer r and a number m of contiguous slots given to the relayer.
For s = 1, we require m = 0 and for s > 1, we restrict m to be from the set {1, . . . , min {s− 1, ∆}},
where ∆ is a protocol parameter specifying the maximum number of retransmission slots that can be
allocated to a relayer. Note that the first retransmission slot is always allocated to the failed source
i. When such an action is chosen, in the resulting slot allocation, the first s−m slots are allocated to
the failed source i, and the remaining m slots are allocated to relayer r (which is assumed to be only
transmitting i’s packet if it has overheard it previously, and otherwise remains silent). Besides the
actions involving a relay node r, there is one further action in state s, which is to give all retransmission
slots to the failed source i.
The controller stores for each source node i a separate table with all allowed state/action pairs.
The table entries contain the average reward Q(s, a) for state s and action a. Suppose that, in superframe
t, the data packet of a particular source i has been received by the controller already after the initial
transmissions. In this case, the table entries for this source remain unchanged. Otherwise, if source i
is a failed source and has received s retransmission slots according to the heuristic(PAR) algorithm,
the controller picks the action a for state s randomly, using a Boltzmann distribution (see below).
After executing the s retransmission slots according to action a, the controller determines the outcome
o: if the controller has eventually received the data packet of source i, it assigns o = 1 (indicating
success); otherwise, it assigns o = 0. The value Q(s, a) is then updated following an EWMA-type
approach as
Q(s, a) := αr · o + (1− αr) ·Q(s, a), (9)
where 0 < αr < 1 is an adjustable parameter. Again, the EWMA-type reward update scheme helps with
adaptation to time-varying channels. After a preliminary simulation-based performance evaluation, in
this paper, we have fixed αr as 0.05, i.e., most weight is on the “history”.
There are different (randomized) methods to pick an action a in a given state s. In the conference
version [12], we have used a scheme in which, with a fixed probability ε, the best available action for
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state s is chosen (i.e., the action a maximizing Q(s, a)), and, with probability 1− ε, an action is chosen
randomly with uniform distribution. However, we found that better performance could be achieved
when we use a Boltzmann distribution with a given temperature parameter τ > 0 to pick an action,
and this is what we use in this paper. In this method, the action a for given state s is always chosen
randomly according to the following distribution:











where the sum in the denominator extends over all actions a available in state s. We will consider the
choice of the temperature parameter τ in Section 6.1. Overall, we found that the Boltzmann method can
converge much quicker towards a good-quality action and is better suited for time-varying channels.
To implement this scheme, the GACK packet needs to be extended. In particular, for each failed
source, we need to indicate the number of allocated retransmission slots (as in the heuristic(PAR)
method), the chosen relayer r and the number m of slots allocated to the relayer. When the number
of relayers and the parameter ∆ are kept small, a few bits will suffice to encode the chosen action.
Furthermore, the protocol needs to be extended by methods allowing relays to register themselves
with the controller.
4.2. Genie-Aided Scheme
In the learning(PAR) scheme, we have deliberately kept the action space small (e.g., by using only
one relayer instead of two or more for the same packet, and by limiting the number of slots the relayer
can get), which potentially reduces its performance. Furthermore, the controller does not have any
information about the channel quality between the source node and the relayer.
To assess the impact of limiting the number of slots a relayer can get, we consider an idealized
relaying scheme, called the genie(PAR) scheme. Again, we discuss the behaviour for an individual
failed node. The controller first runs the heuristic(PAR) scheme to obtain an initial allocation based
on the current PER estimates, returning a number ni of retransmission slots allocated to failed node i.
Then, the controller uses divine insight to obtain the current true PERs of all the channels in the system
and then calculates for each relayer r and each possible split of the ni retransmission slots between
the source node i and the relayer r (such that the first slot is always allocated to i and the relayer gets
contiguous slots at the end) the success probability as
(1− pni−nri,r ) · (1− p
nr
r,c),
where nr is the number of slots allocated to the relayer, pi,r is the true channel PER between source
i and relayer r, and pr,c is the true channel PER between relayer r and the controller. The best such
allocation is then selected.
4.3. Overheads
The retransmission schemes presented in this paper are aimed at resource-constrained platforms,
and so it is prudent to briefly consider their computational, memory and energy overheads.
Let us first consider the case of simple sensor nodes. As compared to the standard scheme,
they do not have to carry out any additional computations and only require very little additional
memory to store the slot indices of the retransmission slots allocated to them. In terms of energy, for
the heuristic(PAR) and learning(PAR) schemes the sensor nodes will have to process slightly larger
GACK frames (as these now contain additional bits describing the retransmission slot allocation) and
will possibly have to carry out more than one retransmission. Sensor nodes can sleep outside beacon
frames, GACK frames and their own retransmission frames. Relay nodes, however, would need to be
awake during all initial sensor transmissions and need to engage in retransmissions, if called upon.
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The case of the coordinator is slightly more complex, but it is an often-made assumption
that centralized coordinator nodes are less resource-constrained than simple sensor nodes.
The computational overhead of the heuristic(PAR) scheme involves some modest amount of
floating-point calculations: after each initial sensor transmission in a superframe, the coordinator
will have to update the PER estimate for this sensor according to Equation (1)—note that this also
requires some memory to store the PER estimates, one floating-point value per sensor. Furthermore,
before sending the GACK packet, it has to calculate the retransmission slot allocation, which involves
root-finding of a strictly monotonic function (Equation (7), the number of terms corresponds to the
number of sensors), running through the algorithm filling the allocation gap (see Section 3.3) and
the actual construction of the GACK packet. The computational overhead of the learning-based
scheme consists of updating the Q-values (Equation (9)) and generating random actions following
the Boltzmann distribution (Equation (10)), which both happen once per superframe and for each
failed node. Furthermore, the coordinator will require for each sensor node a table space of
1 + R ∑Ns=2 min {s− 1, ∆} ≤ 1 + R(N − 1)∆ floating point values to store the Q-values.
5. Simulation Framework
All performance results in this paper have been generated with a custom simulation tool written
in the Haskell programming language. To explain the rationale for this, recall that the main focus of this
paper is to understand the performance of the retransmission slot scheduling schemes in isolation, and
so we have deliberately chosen to exclude several other system aspects that could possibly confound
the performance results, such as channel coding and modulation, hardware aspects, complex channel
models using fading at sub-superframe timescales, etc. We wanted to keep our system model as simple
as possible (but not simpler), and correspondingly have opted to create a comparatively small custom
simulator and avoid the complexities of simulation frameworks like ns-3 or OMNet++.
When using static channels, on an individual channel, all packets are erroneous independently of
each other and with the same probability (the packet error rate). For a given set of simulation
parameters, we draw for each of the (K + R + 1)2 channels its packet error rate (PER) from a
uniform distribution and run the system for 40,000 superframes or rounds. After finishing these
40,000 superframes, we compute the main performance measures considered in this paper: the
most important measure is the success probability, defined as the fraction of superframes where all
source packets have been received by the coordinator (a number between 0 and 1). Occasionally,
we also consider the fraction of source packets received by the coordinator (again between 0 and 1).
This procedure is repeated 100,000 times for the same parameter settings, so we run 100,000 replications
with different random instantiations of the channel error probabilities. The output statistics of these
replications are averaged, and we report these averages. Due to the large number of 100,000 replications
the confidence interval half-widths for the success probability at a 99% confidence level are all below
0.3%, and we do not show the confidence intervals in the figures.
For time-varying channels, we use a modified version of this procedure. Each channel in the
system is modeled as a two-state (time-homogeneous) Markov chain [21] with states s1 and s2. The state
can only change at the start of a superframe and remains constant until the next superframe. In state
si, the channel behaves like a static channel with packet error rate ei. The packet error rates e1 and e2
are chosen randomly from a uniform distribution at the start of a replication, and, in each replication,
40,000 superframes are again simulated. The channel state transition probability matrix is the same for







with parameter p. It is well-known that the state holding times have a geometric distribution [21] and
the average state holding time in either state is 11−p . In this paper, we consider four different values for
p, giving channels with different rates of change: by picking p ∈ {0.9, 0.99, 0.999, 0.999999} , the state
changes on average every 10th, 100th, 1,000th, or 1,000,000th superframe, respectively. Clearly, for
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larger values of p, the channels become more stable, and we loosely refer to p as the channel stability.
As before, a single replication extends over 40,000 superframes and we have used 100,000 replications
in total (except for Section 6.1, where due to the large number of parameter combinations, we have
restricted ourselves to 10,000 replications).
6. Results
6.1. Choosing the System Temperature for the Learning(PAR) Scheme
In our first study, we assess the impact of the temperature parameter τ governing the Boltzmann
distribution for selecting actions (see Section 4.1) on the achievable performance of the learning(PAR)
scheme, using the time-varying channel model (see Section 5). The main performance parameter
considered here is the success probability.
We have chosen a scenario with K = 6 sources and N = 9 retransmission slots.
The learning(PAR) scheme runs with a maximum of ∆ = 1 retransmission slots that can
be allocated to a relayer (see Section 4.1). We have varied the system temperature τ in
the set τ ∈ {0.05, 0.075, 0.1, . . . , 0.225, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.6} and the number of relayers
as R ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The success probability results for the four considered values of the channel
stability p (see Section 5) are shown in Figure 2a–d, respectively. It can be seen that the choice of the
temperature value has a quite significant impact on the success probability, and the variation over
different temperatures becomes larger as the number of relayers increases. Somewhat to our surprise,
for all considered channel stability values p and relayer numbers R, the temperature τ = 0.1 has
displayed the optimal or close-to-optimal performance, so, in the remaining part of the paper, we will





















































































































































































Figure 2. Average fraction of successful rounds for learning(PAR)-τ schemes for varying τ and varying
numbers of relayers over two-state channels with different probabilities p to stay in the same state.
(a) p = 0.9; (b) p = 0.99; (c) p = 0.999; (d) p = 0.999999.
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6.2. Performance on Static Channels
In this section, we present simulation results for the case where all channels in the system follow
the static channel model described in Section 5.
We have generated results for all the non-relaying schemes and the learning(PAR) scheme with a
temperature parameter of τ = 0.1 and, by setting ∆ = 1, restricting the relayer to a maximum of one
slot. We have considered three different deployments:
• K = 8 source nodes, N = 12 retransmission slots,
• K = 6 source nodes, N = 9 retransmission slots,
• K = 4 source nodes, N = 6 retransmission slots.
In all of these deployments, the ratio of retransmission slots to source nodes is the same, giving
each source 1.5 retransmission slots on average. For the learning(PAR) scheme, we have varied the
number of relayers between 1 and 5.
In Figure 3a, we show the results for the success probability, and the fraction of received packets
is displayed in Figure 3b The following points are interesting:
• The results for the success probability show a much wider spread (both when varying the number
of sources and among the different schemes) than the fraction of successful packets. For the
non-relaying schemes (except the standard scheme), the difference in the average fraction of
successful packets is small, and the increase of that fraction for increasing numbers of relayers is
moderate. Similar findings apply for all of the other scenarios studied in this paper, and we will
not report further results on the fraction of successful packets.
• The standard scheme shows consistently and by some margin the poorest success probability
performance. By comparing the standard scheme with the enhanced standard scheme, we
can conclude that not utilizing all available retransmission slots significantly reduces the
success probability.
• The success probability achieved by the heuristic(PAR) and optimal(PAR) schemes is very close,
confirming that the heuristic proposed in Section 3.3 gives a very good approximation to the
true optimum.
• Somewhat to our surprise, the heuristic(PAR) scheme shows almost the same success probability
performance as the enhanced standard scheme—for six and eight sources, the advantage of
heuristic(PAR) over the enhanced standard scheme is only on the order of 1% to 1.5% in
absolute percentages.
• The biggest improvements can be achieved with the learning(PAR) scheme, in particular as more
relayers are added to the system. For K = 8 sources and R = 5 relayers, the learning(PAR) scheme
achieves almost twice the success probability of the heuristic(PAR) scheme; for smaller numbers
of source nodes, the relative advantage is smaller but still significant. These results are even more
encouraging when noting that the channels are completely random—with a carefully planned
deployment of relayers further performance, improvements can be expected.
In summary, when only considering the non-relaying schemes, the enhanced standard scheme
achieves almost the same performance as the heuristic(PAR) and optimal(PAR) schemes, while not
requiring any changes to the LLDN packet formats. However, adding relayers to the system can
achieve much more substantial gains.













































Figure 3. Average fractions of successful rounds and successful packets for all non-relaying
schemes and learning (PAR). (a) success probability/fraction of successful rounds; (b) fraction of
successful packets.
6.3. Performance on Time-Varying Channels
We next explore the success probability performance over time-varying channels. We have chosen
a scenario with K = 6 sources and N = 9 retransmission slots, comparable with one of the scenarios
discussed in Section 6.2 for static channels.
In Figure 4, we compare the success probability for all non-relaying schemes and the learning(PAR)
scheme with a system temperature τ = 0.1 and a maximum of ∆ = 1 retransmission slots allocated
to a relayer. We present results for both static channels and the time-varying channels with the four
different values for p, the channel stability (compare Section 5). A number of interesting observations
can be made:
• The standard and enhanced standard schemes show more or less no sensitivity to the channel
stability. The other two non-relaying schemes (heuristic(PAR), optimal(PAR)) show light
performance improvements as the channel stability increases. We attribute this to the time
required for the EWMA-based PER estimator (Equation (1)) after a channel change to adapt
to the new channel PER. During this transient adaptation phase, sub-optimal allocation
decisions can be made.
• When compared to static channels, the learning(PAR) scheme shows a reduced success probability
performance over time-varying channels, particularly for smaller channel stability values.
When the channel stability value becomes larger, the success probability of the learning(PAR)
scheme approaches that for static channels, since, for larger channel stability values, the channels
remain stable longer, and the fraction of time spent by the learning(PAR) scheme to learn the new
channels becomes relatively smaller.
• Despite the performance loss observed over time-varying channels, it is still true for the
learning(PAR) scheme that adding relayers gives significant success probability gains over the
non-relaying schemes.
In summary, the learning(PAR) scheme can adapt to changing channels while successfully
exploiting the presence of relayers. Higher channel stability leads to better performance for the
learning schemes.













































Figure 4. Average fraction of successful rounds.
6.4. Enlarging the Action Space
In the final experiment, we wanted to get some deeper insight into the performance characteristics
of the learning(PAR) scheme. We have considered the learning(PAR) scheme for different numbers
∆ of retransmission slots that can be allocated to a relay (∆ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}—we denote the resulting
scheme as learningPAR(∆)) and compared it against the genie(PAR) scheme, both over the static
channel model and the time-varying channel model. We have used a deployment with K = 6 sources,
N = 9 retransmission slots and R = 3 relay nodes. Note that increasing ∆ for the learning(PAR)
scheme enlarges the space of available actions in a given state (compare Section 4.1), and it will on
average require a longer time for the average rewards of all actions to settle close to their new values.
The results are shown in Figure 5. The following points are interesting:
• Extending the action space for the learning(PAR) scheme has diminishing returns beyond ∆ = 2
for all considered channel models. The improvement from ∆ = 1 to ∆ = 2 is visible (most for the
case of static channels), but, beyond this, it becomes marginal.
• In the case of static channels (and the time-varying channel with the largest channel stability),
there is still a noticeable performance gap between the best learningPAR(∆) scheme and the
genie(PAR) scheme. We suspect that this gap is the price paid for the process of exploration,
i.e., for the Boltzmann-based action selection scheme not selecting the best available action (which
will have been learned after some time) throughout, but only with higher probability than other
actions. Another possible explanation could have been the limited size of the action space when
compared to the genie(PAR) scheme, but our finding of diminishing returns for increasing ∆ does
not support this hypothesis.
• The performance gap between the best learningPAR(∆) scheme and the genie(PAR) scheme is even
larger for time-varying channels with lower channel stability. The additional performance losses
compared to static channels can be attributed to the transient times where the learningPAR(∆)
scheme needs to adjust to changed channels.












































Figure 5. Average fraction of successful rounds.
7. Related Work
In the last few years, relay-assisted retransmission protocols (also known as cooperative ARQ
protocols [22]) have received some interest in the area of industrial wireless (sensor) networks.
The problem of optimal scheduling (with respect to the average number of packets successfully
received before their deadline for a number of periodic sources with different periods) of relayer-based
retransmissions has been explored in [9] for a TDMA-based system running over static (and known!)
channels, and both (computationally heavy) optimal solutions and approximation algorithms
have been investigated. The authors of [23] have considered relay-assisted communications in
mining vehicle safety applications. Particularly, transmission scheduling for a multi-user MIMO
system, including a set of relays, has been discussed. The application of relaying approaches in the
context of IEEE 802.15.4 has been considered in [24], with a focus on relay selection. Three different
selection schemes have been introduced, one in which relays are chosen periodically, one in which
relay selection is triggered when the loss rate exceeds a threshold, and one in which each failed
packet triggers a new relay selection. These schemes have been assessed experimentally for their
effectiveness and their coordination overhead. All the proposed schemes require new control
frames and involve explicit signaling. Note that the learning(PAR) scheme proposed in this paper
differs from the schemes proposed in [24] by constantly maintaining quality information about all
relayers, so that, after a degradation of the relayer that was best so far, the next best relayer is known
quickly. The authors of [25] discuss the issue of cooperative relayer selection in an IEEE 802.15.4e
variant. In their approach, the relayer for a given source node is selected only once and then not
changed afterwards.
The LLDN extension to IEEE 802.15.4 has also been the focus of other works.
The authors of [26] propose a method incorporating a time-diversity scheme to improve reliability.
In this scheme, a packet is repeated a number of times in a superframe, and the impact on the
(application-level) control performance of a networked control system is investigated. In [27],
the performance of LLDN is analyzed in some detail; in particular, overheads and latencies are
carefully explored.
The IEEE 802.15.4e amendment contains further extensions beyond LLDN. One of them, the
time-slotted channel-hopping (TSCH) extension where the system periodically changes its frequency
channel, has been considered in [28]. The link reliability of IEEE 802.15.4 in an industrial environment
has been assessed experimentally in [29].
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In summary„ in this paper, we have introduced and investigated a novel retransmission- and relay
scheduling scheme based on Q-learning, which constantly keeps track of channel quality information
and can identify new relayers quickly after channel changes. We have also carried out a detailed
performance investigation.
8. Conclusions
The results in this paper suggest that the retransmission scheduling method described in the
LLDN extension is sub-optimal and can be improved substantially. A substantial improvement can
already be made when simply allowing the system to make use of all available retransmission slots
and giving more than one slot to a failed source —as discussed, the enhanced standard scheme does
not even require any changes to packet formats and is almost as good (in the considered scenarios) as
more optimized non-relaying schemes. Significant further gains can be achieved by adding relayers, at
the cost of changing the GACK packet format, some additional signaling to announce the presence
of relay nodes to the controller, and the introduction of some additional configuration values (α, αr,
∆ and the temperature parameter τ). However, our learning-based scheme does not require any a
priori channel state information and can adapt to changing channels. The price paid for the ability to
adapt can be quantified by the performance difference between the learningPAR(∆) scheme and the
genie(PAR) scheme.
There are several avenues for future work. One is the more systematic offline (or perhaps even
online) optimization of the system parameters (α, αr, ∆, τ). For example, the two parameters α and
αr determining the “learning speed” for the channel PER estimator and the rewards can be adapted
according to the observed rate of change in the underlying wireless channels. When this rate of
change becomes small, one may also consider “cooling down” the system temperature (i.e., making τ
smaller) to more strongly prefer the best available action. Furthermore, it would be very interesting
to implement the learning(PAR) scheme in an experimental testbed to obtain better insight into
implementation issues and to perform performance measurements. Finally, to eliminate the need for
dedicated relay nodes, one could also extend the learning(PAR) scheme to use source nodes as relayers,
energy consumption concerns permitting.
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